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Jinan is a famous tourist city with mountains, springs, 
rivers, lakes and ancient cultural relics perfectly combined 
as one.It has long been famous as “the Spring City” in 
China owing to its four springs: Baotu Spring, Heihu (Flying 
Tiger) Spring, Wulong (Five Dragon) Spring and Zhenzhu 
(Pearl) Spring.

With a history of over 4,000 years, Jinan is very rich in 
historical relics, including the site of the Shun (an ancient 
tribe leader) culture of the 3rd century BC, the Great Wall 
section of the State of Qi, the Simen Stone Pagoda built 
in the Sui Dynasty, and the painted sculpture of Arhat in 
Lingyan Temple which was built in the Song Dynasty (960-
1279).

In addition, the Thousand-Buddha Mountain, Daming Lake, 
Red Leaves Valley and Water Curtain Gorge are wonderful 
natural scenic spots to explore in Jinan.

Jinan dishes belong to Shandong Cuisine (one of the eight famous cuisines of China), featuring fresh, tender, 
savory and crisp foods, which have an emphasis on selecting condiments and cooking techniques.The famous 
Jinan dishes are represented by fried carp with sweet and sour sauce, chicken cubes in chili sauce, roasted 
pork intestines, two fried crispy ingredients, the Yu’s braised chicken and Jinan roasted duck. In addition, 
Jinan snacks such as steamed dumplings, spiral cakes and fried dumplings are also favored by locals and 
foreigners alike.

Jinan is the transportation hub of Shandong 
Province, where a transportation network 
consisting of airways, highways, waterways 
and railways has been formed, and it’s easily 
accessible from the major cities of China. The 
inner-city transportation, such as public buses 
and taxis, are also very convenient in Jinan. 

JINAN CHINA
HIGHLIGHTS OF JINAN

FOODS

TRANSPORTATION

http://www.facebook.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.instagram.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.twitter.com/atatesolcollege
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Jinan is not a hot scenic destination in China, but it has something special to offer, such as the 72 springs 
scattered throughout the city.

Top Attractions of the City:
Baotu Spring Park
Daming Lake Park
Thousand-Buddha Mountain (Qianfo Shan)
Shandong Provincial Museum

Jinan has an alias of the Spring City (Quan Cheng) 
because of over 700 natural springs run through the city. 
Among them, the Baotu Spring is the most famous.

Located in the center of Jinan, the Baotu Spring Park neighbors the Qianfo Shan to the south, Quancheng 
Square to the east and the Daming Lake to the north. The Baotu Spring flows from the underground caves. 
Its largest steam flows at a rate of 240,000 cubic meters per day. Waters gush from three spring holes 
together creating a sound like thunder. The water of the spring is pure and sweet, and is drinkable. You can 
get to the park via bus No. 11.

Quancheng Square is the center of downtown Jinan. The spring sculpture in the center represents the 
numerous springs in the city and can be called the architectural symbol of Jinan.

Heihu Spring ranks as the second largest spring for its water flow and is located in the south of the city.

       Daming Lake Park is famous for Daming Lake, a natural  
       lake fed by the flowing springs. The Daming Lake, the   
                  Baotu Spring and the Thousand-Buddha Mountain   
       (Qianfo Shan) are three must-see attractions in Jinan. You  
                  can get to the south and southwest gate of the park by   
       bus 11 at the railway station, the east gate by bus No. 31,  
                  36, 37, the north gate by bus No. 6 and the southwest 
       gate by tourist bus No. 41 or 66.

Thousand-Buddha Mountain (Qianfo Shan) is a scenic destination for the Buddhism Culture. Since the 
Chinese Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), the temple fair is held on the mountain on the ninth day of the ninth 
Chinese lunar month. You can get to the Park by taking tourist bus K51, 2 and 33.

Additionally, if the time is not pressing, you can go to visit Shandong Provincial Museum, which covers the 
nature and history of the ancient Qi and Lu States.

Welcome to Jinan! More attractions are waiting for your exploration!

JINAN ATTRACTIONS

http://www.facebook.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.instagram.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.twitter.com/atatesolcollege
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STUDY/WORKING 
OPPORTUNITY IN JINAN

Would you like the opportunity to travel to China to participate in a fully supported 
experience teaching English in a Chinese kindergarten/ primary school?

Our partner organises opportunities for TESOL qualified participants to travel to China for 
purposes of learning Chinese history and culture while teaching English at a kindergartens and 
primary/ middle schools. With English language skills in high demand all around the world, there 
is a wonderful opportunity to teach and travel in Shandong Province, China as interns.

What you need:
• To be a native/fluent English Speaker.
• TESOL qualified
• Be ready for an adventure teaching English abroad

What’s included:
• 360 hours of TESOL training

Work Time:
• Monday – Friday
• 5 hours per day (8:30-11:30am, 1:30-3:30pm)

Visa:
• The “F” visa allows multiple entries to China within one year (90 days single stay.) Interns 

can leave China and re-enter to stay additional 90 days (A free trip to Korea or Hong Kong for 
sightseeing is provided.)

• Application takes about 20 work days. Interns should send their CV and passport scan and 
wait for the Invitation Letter and Visa.

Salary and Benefits:
• Due to the nature of the “F” visa, salary is prohibited; however, an allowance of 8,000 RMB 

will be given monthly (this works out to 100 RMB per hour.) Please note that living expenses in 
Jinan, China is lower than in the U.S, UK, Australia, Germany. so 1,200 RMB per month would 
be enough for food in Shandong Province.

• Accident insurance and medical insurance will be provided.
• Basic apartment, including kitchen with kitchenware, television, washer, refrigerator, air 

conditioner, shower and wireless internet will be covered.
• Free power and water are offered in apartment.
• Each intern will receive a bus card with 100RMB each month.
• Free Chinese lessons are offered.

NOTE:
• Interns will teach oral for students. They usually observe Chinese English teachers teaching in 

classrooms and offer them suggestions and comments.
• Sometimes the interns are welcome to the classroom design the fun and party with students 

for leading them interesting in learning English.
• Interns can start choosing from March-July, September-December.

What’s not included:
• Flights
• Travel insurance
• Visa fees

http://www.facebook.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.instagram.com/atatesolcollege
http://www.twitter.com/atatesolcollege
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Clothes:  September to December: this is Autumn and then Winter.  The COLD 
weather arrives around mid November….at this time you will need lined boots, 
beanie and heavier gloves and scarves.  As well I wear Jeans with leggins or 
thermal pants as well as thermal singlets.  A heavy local coat will be very useful 
as the buildings are usually centrally heated so you only need the heavy clothes 
outside.  I usually only wear long sleeved tshirts.  Maybe take one cardigan as 
well.  This year I am taking one of those new lightweight jackets (I got mine from 
Kmart and paid $15)

Before mid November you will need light weight clothes.  At work I tend to wear 
dresses or skirts or dressy long pants as I like to look professional.  I do not wear 
jeans to work.  
March to July: at first this is Winter/Spring which is cold like Winter.  From May 
onwards the weather heats up.  It can be very hot but it is a dry heat.  Your 
apartment will have air conditioning.

Water: I do not drink any tap water.  I get my water delivered for 11 yuan and it 
lasts me for four weeks.  Someone will help you to arrange delivery.

Banks: I just use my normal Eftpos card……..some of the bigger international 
shops will take our credit cards.  You should check the fees involved from your 
bank. If high fees then I suggest you open a bank account in China and use this.

VPN: “vpngfw.com@gmail.com” vpngfw.com@gmail.com  I use this vpn provider. 
It costs me around $9 per month.  This allows access to Facebook, Google, You 
Tube and sometimes Instragram.

Mobile Phone:  I use China Mobile.  I pay 40 yuan a month and usually pay 
around 120 yuan when I get there.  If you are planning on returning you need 
to keep paying to make sure you keep that number.  Jessica will organise for 
someone to take you to the mobile shop.  I use my Australian phone and just add 
the new sim card.

These are the items I always take from Brisbane: cold and flu tabs, nurofen, 
toothpaste, deodorant.  Toothpaste from China is like the toothpaste from 
Thailand……..thick with bleach additives.  Antibiotics are cheap in Jinan……..I use a 
brand I use in Australia and I pay around $2.50 per box.

I would purchase some USB’s :  they are not cheap in China.  I bought a pack of 
three from Kmart for $20.

TIPS FROM 
BEVERLEY EGAN!
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CHINA
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NOW!
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